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Feedback: At the outset, we have collected feedback from stakeholder’s viz.,
Students, Alumni, Parents, Employers and Teachers on curricular aspects either
through personal or online mode. After completion of collecting data, the same
has entered into computer and thoroughly analysed and also suggestions have
recorded. After that action taken report of the feedback is recorded. As
curriculum determines the destiny of the generations of students who are
coming out of the institutions, at most care and concern has been taken and due
diligence is applied in the process of design and development of the curriculum.
Board of Studies (BoS) constituted for each Programme of study comprises of
University Nominees, Subject Experts and all the faculty members of the
College. Student Nominee and Industrial expert are also make part of the BoS
which discus threadbare the issues related to the revamping of the curriculum.
While revising the curriculum, feedback from the student nominee and
Industrial expert were taken into consideration.
Action taken Report: Feedback is prepared with scope for making comments
on areas components of the curriculum compilation of the feedback obtained
from the students will be taken for consideration of syllabus revision. Feedback
received from the alumini also analysed and compiled which is further
processed for the development of the curriculum. The employers who absorb
our students through campus and off campus interviews are given the feedback
and analysed also the employees schedule was served whenever students went
on field trips or internships to industries or institutes they helped to assess teh
existing job market and skills needed in students to complete with the demand
ratio at various kinds of jobs.
The feedback from the students was used to introduce new certificate courses
and UG courses. The college also provides skill training in APSSDC Centre.
Based on the suggestions through constructive feedback, the syllabi of the
courses modified, designed and received from the faculty alumni and employers
necessary inputs will be given to the various subjects BoS. In term, the BoS of
different subjects will design and develop the curriculum.
Feedback on Curriculum: Student’s feedback on curriculum vastly helped to
tailor all courses by adding women centre. Skill oriented and job oriented.
Increase in the number of certificate courses, skill oriented courses. Evaluation
of staff by students and principle’s evaluation of faculty schedule: these
schedules helped vastly to improve teacher quality and performance. The

schedules, designed keeping in view the quality indicates stipulated by NAAC
help faculty schedule augmented team spirit and helped developed better work
relationships at the departmental level. The analysis made by the IQAC was
deployed to the departments concerned and ample steps were taken. Students as
they entered the college and also recorded the feelings of students as to whether
their expectations were met. The feedback from these schedules was used to
introduce new certificate courses and U.G courses.

